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STD 

Recommended mixer for 
use with continuous flow 
rates from 100 to 1000 l/h is 
a machine with high 
prevalence, accurate, robust 
and reliable , integrates a 
PVC tank by 40 lt for the 
accumulation of the 
solution, it doesn’t works 
with osmotic water, the 
mixture is created in aerobic 
environment.   

Backup 

The model consists of two 
electrically connected but 
independent separate units, 
the two machines are 
alternated in timed mode for 
ensure constant flux  of 
emulsion and allow actions 
scheduled maintenance 
without stop

POLIMAG® SERIES 
MODELS : STD/Backup

Features 
Polimag® is a series of mixers for high flow with a high prevalence, recommended for "hot end", can use 
well water or main water either. It is recommended for use in application where the requested flow is 
continuous and therefore there is no need to keep the emulsion under stirring. All mechanical 
components are designed to prevent malfunctions and minimize routine maintenance. Optionally it is 
possible to install a double pneumatic pump to supply emulsion, that guarantees the continuity of 
delivery even in the event of a breakdown or scheduled maintenance. In the case of long lengths of 
pipe which favor the formation of fungi and algae, you can install an optional pump that automatically 
injects the fungicide during the preparation of the solution. The electronics, intentionally minimal, is 
easy to use by providing information on the instantaneous flow rate and allowing to vary the mixing 
percentage.
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Accessories 
Fongicide Pump 

it allows to add a fungicide with 
adjustable percentage to avoid 
the formation of molds and 
algae. 

Double booster 
pump 

Pump for sending emulsion with 
integrated pressure switch for 
the automatically exchange of 
the pumps in case of 
malfunctions or scheduled 
maintenance
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“Double pump”

“Fungicide pump”

Tecnical specification

Committed power 500W

Power supply  240Vac

Pressured Air 6 bar

Maximum flow rate 1000 lt/hr

Precision of solution 1%

Field of application Metal Mechanics , Glass Industry “hot 
end”


